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.To all whom ‘it may concern , 
Be it known that I, HAROLD S. OSBORNE, 

residing at New York, in the county of New 
York and'state of New York, have invented 
certain Improvements in‘ Plural vModulation 
Systems, of which the following is a speci 
?cationl ' ‘ 'l ' 

This invention relates to thetransmission 
of. signals, and more particularly to the 
.transmission of signals by means of. 'so-' 
called carrier currents. ' i ' 

One of the objects of the invention is to 
‘provide a method of modulation whereby 
one of the resultantside bands may be sepa 
rated from the other by means of ordinary 
selective apparatus even though the width 
of- each side band is very small as compared 
with the carrier frequency involved. 
A further object of the invention is to 

provide a modulating scheme whereby one 
of the resultant side bands may be selected 
to the exclusion of the other side band and 
the carrier involved, by the employment of 
ordinary selective apparatus, notwithstand 
ing the fact that the width of the side band 
may be quite small as compared with the 
carrier frequency. ._ . 
‘Another object of the invention is to pro 

vide' a multiplex transmission system em 
ploying carrier currents in which the sig 
naling bands of the several channels shall 
be as narrow as possible ‘and vas closely 
spaced together as possible while at the same 

» time a very high degreeof selectivity may 
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be maintained between different channels 
with ordinary selective apparatus. I 
Other and further objects of the invention 

will more fully' appear hereinafteras the 
description of the invention proceeds. ’ ' 
Inthe modulation‘ of a carrier frequency 

by means of a band of signaling frequencies 
two side bands result, the width of each of‘ 
which is coextensive with the, width of the 
low.‘ frequency signaling band, so that the 
total band resulting from -modulation, is ‘_ 
twice the width ofthat of the original‘ sig-, 
naling band. it is unnecessary for the‘trans 
mission of signals, however, to transmit both 
side bands and by eliminating one ofthe side 
bands the‘transmitte'd band'may be reduced 
‘to the same width as the original low fre- _ 
quency signaling band. Moreover, it isun-f ' 
necessary to transmit the carrier frequency 
as this frequency maybe supplied locally‘ 
at the receiving station and the‘transmission' ' 

of this frequency therefore represents a large 
waste of power. 
\Vhere the carrier frequency is quite high v 

vas compared with the low signaling fre-_ 
quencies involved, it has heretofore been 
considered practically impossible to sepa 
rate, by ordinary selective means, one side 
band ‘from the other or either side band from 
the carrier. 
Where multiplex carrier transmission is 

involved it is further desirable that not, only 
should the transmitted hands he of the mini-‘ 
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mum width, as above outlined, but the bands ‘ 
corresponding to the several channels should 7 
‘be as closely spaced together as possible. 
This produces a further complicationv with 
ordinary selective apparatus over those 
above mentioned,- due to the‘fact that it has 
heretofore been impossible commercially to 
closely space the several'bands and yet main“ 
tain an accurate separation between them. 
The difficulties above mentloned are over 

come in accordance with the. present inven-v 
tion by taking advantage of the fact that 

' it' is comparatively simple to separate one 
side, band from the other or from the "carrier 
frequency when the total frequency spacing 
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of the side band from the carrier is not too . 
small in comparison with the carrier fre 
quency. For instance, if selectlve apparatus 85 
having 5% selectivity is available and the > 
frequency spacing between side bands is 
greater than one twentieth of the band ex- _ 
tending from‘ zero up to the carrier fre 
quency it is apparent that one side band 
may be selected from the other. It 'will be 

90 
further apparent that if several channels - 
are involved, each employing carriers of the 
order of frequency magnitude just men-v 
tioned, the selected side bands for each chan 
nel may be closely spaced, by combining 
channels at a lower frequency'stage, and the 
two‘ sets of side bands, each representing a. 
plurality of channels may be-separated by 
apparatus having a selectivity’ of the order 
above mentioned. ‘ 

In’ accordance w1th the present invention 

100 

where it is desired to employ a high fre- . -' 
quency. carrier as the ?nal transmitting me- ._ 
dium, the principles aboveoutlinedv may be 
employed as follows: ' , ' 

, Individual carrier frequencies are chosen 
for each channel, these frequencies being 
sufficiently low so that the side bands re 
sulting from‘modulation may be separated 
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one from another by ordinary commercial 
selective apparatus. Carriers are also so 
chosen that their frequency differences will 
be as small as possible consistent with selec 
tivity by the use of ordinary selective. ap4 
paratus. vThese frequency differences, while 
considerable when compared with the car 
rier frequencies chosen for the" channels, 
will be relatively small as compared with 
the ?nal carrier frequency employed for 
transmission in the manner hereinafter de 
scribed. 
The relatively low carrier frequency of 

each channel is modulated in accordance 
with the low frequency signal tobe trans 
mitted over each channel, thereby produc 
ing in each channel two side bands, each 
having a width corresponding to the width 
of the‘ band of frequencies involved in the 
low frequency signals to be transmitted. n 
One side band is selected to the exclusion 
of'the other for each channel and the se 
lected bands are collected into a common 
circuit where they appear as a band of fre 
quencies whose width may approximate that 
ofan individual side band‘multipl'ied by the 
number of channels. .This larger band is 
then used to modulate a higher carrier fre 
quency, thereby producing two side bands 
each having the same width as the com 
posite modulating band referred to but 
spaced from the higher carrier frequency 
by an amount comparable to the frequencies 
originally (employed as carriers in the sep 
arate channels. If the higher carrier em 
ployed is not too high it will be at once 
seen that ordinary selective apparatus may 
be used to select one of these side bands to 
the exclusion of the higher carrier fre 
quency and the other side band. In this 
manner not only will the higher carrier fre— 
quency be suppressed but the transmitted 
band will be narrowed to a band of fre 
quencies no wider than the composite band 
formed from the side bands selected in the 
individual channels, plus the necessary fre 
quency spacing between channels. , 

‘If the frequency of the band selected as 
just described is not sufficiently high for 
the contemplated character of transmission, - 
the selected band may be used to modulate 
'a still higher frequency, and one side band 
may be selected to the exclusion of the other 
side band and the carrier frequency involved 
by means of. ordinary Selective . apparatus. 
This process of stepping up and selecting 
~may be continued as many times as ,is nec 
essary to elevate the band to be transmitted 
to the desired position in the frequency 
spectrum. 

- The‘ invention may now be more fully 
“understood from the following detailed de 
scription thereof when read in connection 
.With the accompanying drawing, Figure 1 
of which is a circuit diagram of one form 
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of transmitting apparatus in accordance 
with the invention, 1‘ig. 2 of which is a cir 
cuit diagram of another form of transmit 
ting apparatus, and Fig. 3 of which is a 
circuit diagram of a receiving arrangement 70 
which may be employed with either trans 
mitting arrangement illustrated. 

' In the embodiment of the invention illus 
‘trated in Fig. 1, T designates a telephone 
transmitter associated through a trans 
former 10 with modulator M,, which may 
be of any well known type but as ‘illustrated 
is a modulator of the vacuum tube type. 
The modulator Ml'is supplied with carrier 
currents from a source, G1, which may have, 
for example, a frequency of 10,000 cycles 
per second, a ?lter, F1, is associated with 
the output circuit of the modulator for the 
purpose of selecting one side band. This 
?lter may be ofany wellqknown construc 
tion, but is ‘preferably a band?lter such as 
is illustrated and described in the United 
States patents to George A. Campbell, Nos. 
1,227,113 and 1,227,114. issued May 22, 1917. 
As indicated in this drawing, this ?lter may 90 
be so designed as to transmit frequencies , 
lying between 10,000 and 13,000 cycles. The 
band frequencies transmitted by this filter 
may be impressed through a transformer 11, 
upon a'modulator M2, which is similar to 
the modulator M1 already described and is 
supplied with carrier currents from a source 
G2, the frequency of which may be, for in 
stance, 50,000 cycles. per second. The out 
put circuit of the modulator M2 is provided 
with 'a ?lter F2, similar to ?lter F1 already 
described, and this ?lter may be designed to 
transmit frequencies between ‘60,000 and 
63,000 cycles. v , v 

- The band transmitted, by this ?lter may 
be impressed through a transformer 12, 
upon a modulator M3, which is similar-‘to 
those already described and is supplied with 
carrier oscillations from a higher frequency 
source G3. The frequency of this source 
may be, for- example, 300,000 cycles. A filter 
F3, in the output circuit of this modulator 
is provided for the purpose of selecting one 
of the side bands. This ?lter is of thetype 
already referred to and, as illustrated, is 115 
designed to transmit the side band lying 
between 360,000 and 363,000 cycles. The 
band transmitted by this filter ma be im 
pressed upon a power ampli?er , which 
may be any well known type such as a 120 
vacuum tube ampli?er, and operates to am 
plify the transmitted band and impresses 
it through a transformer 13, upon a trans-, 
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'mitting antenna 14. ‘This antenna may be 
tuned to a medium frequency of the band 125 
of frequencies transmitted by the ?lter F8; 
for example, in the case illustrated the an 
tenna is tuned to 361,500 cycles. The an 
tenna tuning is/not so sharp but that the 
entire band will be e?iciently transmitted. 130 
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The operation is as follows: 
Carrier currents having a frequency of 

10,000 cycles are supplied from a generator - 
G1, to the modulator M1 and are modulated 
in accordance with the low frequency tele 
phone currents generated by the telephone‘ 
transmitter T. The frequencies ordinarily 
involved in telephonic transmission lie be 
tween 200' cycles and a higher limit in the 
neighborhood of 2,000- or“ 2,500 cycles. At 
any rate the band of telephonic frequencies 
may be considered to be well within the 
limits of zero and 3,000 cycles. As a result 
of the modulating operation two side bands 
are produced on either side of the normal 
carrier frequency of 10,000, each side band 
corresponding to the telephonic band. These 
side bands may be considered to lie between 
10,000 and 13,000 cycles on one side and be 
tween 10',000 and 7,000 cycles on the other 
side. The ?lter F, operates to suppress the 

' latter side ‘band and transmit the side band 
lying between the frequencies of 10,000 and 
13,000 cycles. This discrimination between 
side bands is rendered possible because of the 
relatively low frequencies involved and'the 

two side bands. If the carrier had been 
300,000 cycles the side bands'would have ex 
tended from 300,000 to 303,000 cycles, and 
from 300,000 cycles to 297,000 cycles. Ob 
viously it would be practically impossible to 
discriminate between two side bands thus 
closely related, but it is relatively easy by 
means of ordinary selective apparatus to dis 
criminate between two bands of the same 
width at frequencies in the neighborhood of 
10,000 cycles. ' 

‘ The side band selected by the ?lter F1 is 
impressed upon the modulator-M2 and modu 
lates an intermediate carrier frequency of 
50,000 cycles supplied by the source G2; As 
a result ‘of this modulating operation an un- , 
modulated carrier component of 50,000 cy 
cles appears in the output circuit together 
with side bands extending from 60,000 to 
63,000 cycles and from 40,000 to 37,000 cy 
cles. It will be noted that these side bands, , 
while of the samewidth as those appearing 
in the output clrcult of the ‘modulator M,, 
are now spaced from the carrier frequency , 
of 5,000 cycles by about 10,000 cycles. There 
fore, even though the frequency is now 
higher the‘ ?lter F, may readily select the 
upper side band to the exclusion not only, 
of the lower side band which is distant at ' 
least 20,000 cycles, but also to the exclusion 
of the carrier frequency which is 10,000 
cycles. distant from the selected band. The 
carrier frequency and one side band may 
therefore be suppressed by means of ordi 
nary selective apparatus without any special 
re?nement of ‘the circuit. ‘ 

If the frequency of the band supplied by ' 

8 

the ?lter is not as high as desired for radio 
transmission, for example, the frequency 
may be still further stepped up by additional 
steps of modulation. In the case illustrated" 
the band transmitted by the ?lter F2 is im 
pressed upon the modulator M, to modulate 
a still higher carrier frequency of, for ex 
ample, 300,000 cycles. The side hands now 
lie between 360,000 and 363,000 cycles and 
'between 237,000 and 240,000 cycles respec 
tively. It will be noted that these bands are 
spaced from the carrier frequency by about 
60,000 cycles so that the upper side band may 
again be selected by the. ?lter F3 and the 
unmodulated carrier component, and the 
lower side band may be suppressed. The 
band selected by the ?lter F3 is impressed 
upon the’power ampli?er A, and after being 
ampli?ed is transmitted to the antenna 14. 
for radiation. This antenna being tuned to 
the mid-frequency of the band selected by 
the ?lter F3 will e?icientl radiate frequen 
cies lying within this ban 'but will still fur 
ther, discriminate against the carrier fre 
quency of 300,000 cycles and the lower side 
band. ' 

The apparatus as above described is used 
for telephone transmission. The same prin 
ciples may be employed however, for tele 
graph, transmission by merely substituting a 
telegraph transmitter for the telephone 
transmitter T. In this instance, however, 
the band of frequencies will be much nar 
rower, since the higher frequencies employed 
for ordinary Morse telegraphy may be in 
the neighborhood of 50 cycles. In order to 
discriminate between two side bands as nar 
row as these in the ?rst step of modulation 
it may be necessary to modulate a much 
lower carrierfrequency than 10,000 cycles 
for the‘?rst step of modulation, such as 150 
cycles, and it may be necessary to‘employ 
additional steps'of modulation in order to 
su?iciently step up the frequency, since for 
each step of modulation it is necessary tov 
keep the carrier currents low enough in fre 
quency so that the separation of’ the side 
bands will represent a considerable fraction 
of the frequency represented by the carrier. 
For multiplex operation separate antennae 

may be used for each channel and each an 
tenna will then have associated therewith 
transmittinor apparatus similar to that illus-' 
trated in fig. 1. The apparatus of each 
channel and the frequencies involved inv each 
"channel may be the same up to the last step 
of modulation. . It is necessary, however, be 
fore impressing the bands from the different 
channels upon the common transmitting me-. 
dium, z’. e., the ether, to separate the bands in 
frequency so that they do not overlap. This 
may be accomplished in the last stage "of 
modulation by supplying slightly separated 
carrier frequencies to the modulator corre 
sponding to M3; for instance, the carrier 
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frequency for one channel may be 300,000 
cycles; for a second channel, 303,000 cycles, 
and for a third channel, 306,000 cycles. The 
three bands from three such channels will 
then lie between 360,000 and 363,000 cycles, 
between 363,000 and 366,000 cycles, and be 
tween 366,000 and 369,000 cycles respectively, 
thus comprising. a- band in the ether between 
360,000 and 369,000 cycles. This separation 
between the bands may, of course, take place 
at any other stage of the modulation. ' 
In Fig. 2 the spacing of the bands for dif_ 

ferent channels is illustrated as taking place 
during the ?rst step of modulation. ' In this 
form of the invention the several channels 
are also illustrated as being combined after 
the ?rst step of modulation and the succeed- . 
ing modulation operations are performed in 
vcommon for all the channels and all the 
channels are likewise associated with a com 
mon antenna. ' 

Low frequency signals to be transmitted 
from the several channels are supplied by 
transmitters T, T’ and—T’-’, which are asso 
ciated with modulators M1, M1’, M1”. 
These modulators are supplied with low fre 
quency carrier currents of [10,000 cycles, 
13,000 cycles and 16,000 cycles from genera 
tors G, G’ and G” respectively. Filters F1, 
F1’, and F1" are provided in the output 
circuits of these modulators, the output cir 
cuits from the ?lters being joined together 
and associated through a transformer 11 
with the input circuit of the modulator 
M2. The ?lter F1 may transmit a band of_ 
frequencies between 10,000 and 13,000 cycles; 
the ?lter F1’ may transmit a band of fre 
quencies from 13,000 to 16,000 cycles, while 
the ?lter F,” may transmit a band between 
16,000 and 19,000 cycles. '\ 
In the operation of the apparatus shown 

in Fig. 2 the ?lters F,, F,’ and F,” select 
the upper side band resulting from the ?rst 
step of modulation in each of the channels, 
the lower side band being suppressed. As 

6 a consequence, the three hands when mer ed 
in the incoming circuit of the modulator‘ 2 
comprise a band extending from 10,000 
cycles to 19,000 cycles. rThis band modulates‘ 
t e carrier frequency of, 50,000 cycles 
through the medium of the modulator M2, 
the upper side band-extending'from 60,000 
to 69,000 cycles being selected by the ?lter 
F2. This band is then impressed upon’ the 
modulator M‘, modulating the carrier fre 
quency of 300,000 cycles, t?e upper side band 
extending from 360,000 to 369,000 cycles be 
ing selected by the. ?lter F3. This band, it 
will be'noted, is the same as that described 
as, being impressedupon the ether from three, 
channels of the type illustrated in‘ Fig. 1. 

- After ampli?cation by the ampli?er A the 

65 

band is then vimpressed upon the antenna 14 
through, they transformer 13., In this, in 
stance the antenna may be tuned to 364,500 7 

,488 

cycles which is the mid-frequency of the 
band to be transmitted. ' 
The receiving apparatus to be employed 

in connection with the transmitting arrange 
ments of either Fig. 1 or Fig. 2 may be of 
the general type illustrated in Fig. 3. In 
this ?gure, 15 is the receiving antenna, which 
is tuned to the mid~frequency of the band to 

70 

be received; The transformer 16 serves to ' 
couple the antenna to a receiving detector 
or demodulator D1, which is supplied with 
a demodulating frequency from‘ a source 
RG1 whose frequency may be, for instance, 
300,000 cycles. A band ?lter RF1 of the gen 
eral type already described, may be pro 
vided in the output circuit of the demodui 
lator for the purpose of selecting one of the 
resultant side bands. The second demodu 
lator D2, similar to the demodulator D1, may 
be provided, this demodulator beingv sup‘ 
plied with a demodulating frequenc of say 
50,000 cycles from the generator fiiGz. A 
?lter RF,-is provided for selecting one of 
the resultant side bands. The several bands 
making up the side band selected b_ the 
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90 
?lter RF2 may be separated into di erent ' 
channels by means of ?lters RFS, RF,’ and 
R193". Each channel may be provided with 
an additional demodulator as illustrated at 
D3, D3’ and D3”. Filters RF,“ RF,’ and 
RF,” may be provided in the output circuits 
of each of the detectors of the several chan 
nels. These ?lters may below pass ?lters 
of the Campbell type designed to suppress 
frequencies higher than the actual s1 al 
frequencies to be. received? These three 
?lters may be identical in construction. Re 
ceiving devices, R, R’ and B" may be asso 
ciated with the ?lters. ' 
The detectors or demodulators above re 

ferred to may be of any well known type 
but are illustrated as bein vacuum tube de 
tectors. The detectors as illustrated operate 
as. demodulators functioning to step down 
the received frequency, each detector being 
supplied with a local source of carrier. As 
in the case of modulation for transmitting, 
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each demodulatingaction yields two side' 
bands, the sum and difference terms of 
modulation, the frequency .step'down action 115 
being obtained-by selecting each time the ' 
lower side band. 
The operation1 is as follows: 

- Assuming that a band lying between‘ I 
360,000 cycles and 369,000 cycles is received 
by theantenna 15 from the transmitting ap-‘ 
paratus of-eit'her Fig. 1 or Fig. 2, saidband 
will .be readily absorbed by the antenna 15 

120 

due to the fact ‘that it is tuned to the mid- " 
frequency of the band. The band is then 
impressed through a transformer 16\_upon' 
the demoduator(D,,_whe're it"‘is modulated 
with. a frequency of 300,000 cycles from the 
source RG1. This results in the appearance ' 
1n the output circuit of an unmodulated iao 
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component of 300,000 cycles, an , upper 
side band lying between 660,000 and 669,000 
cycles and a lower side band 1 ing between 
60,000 and 69,000. Filter RI‘, selects vthe 
lower side band to the exclusion of the un-‘ 
modulated frequency and the upper side 

' band, the selected band being impressed upon 
the detector D2, where it is modulated with 
the frequency of 50,000 cycles from the 
source RG2. Upper and lower side bands 
again, appear and the ?lter RF2 selects the 
lower side ‘band which lies between 10,000 
and 19,000'cycles, to the exclusion of the 
upper side band and the unmodulated fre 
quency of 50,000 cycles. From this‘ band the 
?lter RF, selects the band between 10,000 
and 13,000 cycles, the ?lter RF,’ selects the 
band from 13,000 to 16,000 cycles, and the, 
?lter RF," selects the band from 16,000 to 
19,000 cycles. These three bands are sep 
arately modulated with frequencies of 
-10,000,'13,000 and 16,000 cycles respectively 
by means of the detectors D3, D,’ and D,”; 
_This results in the formation of lower ‘side 
bands in each ‘channel lying between zero and 
3,000 cycles, these lower side bands compris 
ing the low frequencies supplied by the . 
transmitters" of the separate channels at the 
distant transmitting station. The . upper 
.side bands and the unmodulated beating 
frequencies are suppressed by the ?lters~ 
R11, RF,’ and RF4", and the selected’ fre 
qéiencies are impressed upon the receivers _R, 

' and R”, thereby resulting in signals cor 
responding to the signals originally trans 
mitted. 

It will‘be noted that 1n the operation of , 
reception demodulation, takes place in sep 
arate steps corresponding somewhat to the 
separate steps of modulation at the transmit 
ter. It is not necessary, however, that the 
same number of steps be employed in receiv 
ing as in transmitting, and it is not neces 
sary that the same frequency translations 
take place in the separate steps. In general 
the frequencies illustrated are by way of 
example only and it is to be understood that 
the frequencies may be varied as the exi 
gencies of a particular situation may neces 
sitate. ' 

The apparatus 

invention and it will be obvious that these 
general principles may be embodied in many 
other organizations widely different from 
those illustrated without departing from the 
spirit of the invention as de?ned in the fol 
lowing claims. ' _ i 

What is claimed is: 4 
1. The method» of transmission- which 

' consists in producing currents of signaling 

65 

frequencies lying within a predetermine 
range; modulating by said signaling fre 
quency currents a carrier" frequency dis 
placed in the frequency spectrum. from said 

disclosed is intended _, 
merely to illustrate the principles of the, 

modulating frequencies _by‘ an amount suf 
.?ciently small - so that the resultant side 
bands due to modulation will encompass a 
relatively large portion of the total range 
of frequencies ‘extending from zero u to 
_the upper limit of the ‘upper band; se ect 
ing one of said side bands; and then stepping 
up the frequency of the selected band to the 
desired transmission range by a plurality of 
steps. 

~ 2. The method of transmission ,which, 
consists in producing currents of signalingv 
frequencies lying within ‘a predetermine 
range; modulating ‘by said signaling fre 
quency currents a carrier frequency dis 
placed in the frequency spectrum from said 
modulating frequencies by an amount suf 
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?ciently small so that the resultant side , 
bands due to9 modulation will encompass a 
relatively large portion of the total range 
of frequencies extending from zero up to 
the upper limit of the upper band; selecting 
one of said side bands; modulating an in 
termediate carrier, frequency by the selected 
band; selecting one of‘ the resultant side 
bands, and modulating a still higher carrier 
frequency by said last mentioned selected 
band. 4 Y Y ' 

3. The method of transmission which 
consists in producing currents of signaling 

85 

90 h 

95 
frequencies lying within a‘ predetermined , 
range; modulating by said signalingfre' 
quency currents a carrier frequency dis 
placed in the frequency spectrum from said 
modulating-frequencies by an amount suf 
ficiently small ‘so that tlie resultant side 
bands due to modulation will encompass a 
relatively large portion of the total range 
of frequencies extending from zero up_ to 
the upper limit of the upper band; selecting 
one of said side bands; modulating an inter— 
mediate carrier frequency by the selected 
band; selecting one of the resultant side 
bands; modulating a still highercarrler fre 
quency by said last mentioned selected band; 
and selecting for transmission one of the side 
bands resulting from the last'modulating 
‘step. ' 

4. 
lated band of frequencies corresponding to 
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The method of transmitting a" modu- .‘ 
115 

one side band‘ resulting from modulation, to ._ 
3the exclusion of the carrier frequency and 
the other side band, which consists in modu 
lating a low frequency carrier _in accordance 
with the signals to betransmitted, thereby 
producing side bands which may be ‘readily 
separated; selecting one of said side bands; 
modulating a higher carrier/frequency by 
the selected band, thereby/producing side 
bands displaced from said higher carrier 
frequency by ‘an amount/comparable to said 

120 

125 

?rst‘mentione'd carrier frequency; passing - 
the-frequencies corresponding to said side 
bands and said second carrier through fre 
quency selecting apparatus which will freely 130 
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transmit frequencies in the neighborhood of 
one of said side bands but will not freely 
transmit frequencies remote therefrom, 
thereby suppressing one of the ‘side bands 
and the carrier. 

5. The method of. signal transmission 
which consists in modulating a relatively 
low carrier frequency in accordance with 
signals; modulating a higher carrierlfre— 
quency in accordance with the modulated 
current resulting from the first step of 
modulation, producing thereby ‘side bands 
on either side of the second carrier fre 
quency and corresponding to the original 
signaling frequency, said side bands being 
displaced in frequency from said second 
mentioned carrier frequency by an amount 
comparable to said‘ ?rst mentioned carrier 
frequency’; selecting one of said side bands; 
and suppressing the other side band and ‘the 
second carrier. ‘ 

6. The method of signal transmission 
which consists in Vmodulatinga relatively 
low carrier frequency‘ in accordance with 
signals; modulating an intermediate carrier 
frequency by the current resulting from the 
first step of modulation; modulating a 
higher carrier frequency in accordance with 
frequencies resulting from the last men 
tioned step of modulation, producing there 
by side bands corresponding to signals to 
be transmitted and displaced from said 
higher carrier frequency by an amount com 
parable to said intermediate frequency ;_and 
selecting one of said side bands to‘ the ex 
clusion of said higher carrier frequency and 
the other side. band. ~ 

7. In a multiplex signaling system a plu— 
rality of sources of low frequency carrier 
current, each source having a different fre 
quency; means to modulate the carrier fre 

' quency from each source in accordance with 
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a different signal; means to impress fre 
quencies corresponding to each of said 
modulating operations upon a common 
modulator together with a higher carrier 
frequency, thereby producing side bands 
of modulated frequencies each of “which 
bands is displaced from said higher fre 
quency by an amount comparable to said 
lower frequency carriers; and means to se 
lect one of said bands to the exclusion of 
the other band and said higher carrier fre 

quencly. . ' _ _ 8. n armultlplex signaling system a plu- ' 
rality ‘of sources of carrier current of 

relatively low frequency; means to sepa: 
rately modulate the carrier frequencies 
from each of said sources in accordance 
with different signals; means to select one 
of the resultant side bands of each modula 
tion to the exclusion of the other, the fre 
quencies of said sources being such that the 
selected side bands will lie closely together 
in the frequency spectrum; means to im 
press the selected bands together with a 
higher carrier frequency upon a common 
modulator, thereby producing two, side 
bands, each practically coextensive in Width 
with the combined range of the previously 
selected side bands, said side bands resulting 
from said second step of modulation being 
also displaced in frequency from said higher 
carrier frequency by an “amount compar 
able to the carrier frequencies used in the 
?rst step of modulation, and means to se 
lect one of the side bands resultingfrom the 
second step, of modulation to the exclusion 
of the other side band and the carrier fre 
quency involved in the second step of modu 
lation. V ' . 

9. In a multiplex signaling system a plu 
rality of sources of low frequency carrier 
current, each source having a different fre 
quency; ‘means to modulate a carrier fre* 
quency from each source in accordance with 
a different signal; means to impress fre 
quencies corresponding to each’ of said 
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modulating operations together with an in~ , 
termediate carrier frequency upon a com~ 
anon modulator, thereby producing side 
bands corresponding to the original signals, 
said side bands being displaced in frequency 
from the intermediate carrier frequency by 
an amount comparable to the carrier fre 
quencies used in the original modulating 
operations; means to select one of said side 
bands to the exclusion of the intermediate 
carrier and ‘the other side band; means to 
modulate a higher carrier frequency in ac- 100 
cordance with the band thus selected, pro 
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ducing thereby side bands displaced in he . 
quency from said higher carrier by- an ‘ 
amount comparable to said intermediate car- ' 
rier frequency; and means to select one of 105 
said last mentioned'side bands to the exclu 
sion of the other‘ side band and said higher 
carrier frequency. > \ _ _ 

In testimonylwhe'reof I ‘have signed my 

March, 1920. _ 
name to this speci?cation this 29th day of H0 v 

HAROLD s. OSBORNE. 


